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About This Game

Survive in the demolished district after the nuclear bombings. Face mutants born of the nuclear radiation, while dealing with
what humans are left in the struggle for the hope to end your living nightmare. Decide who you'll trust and overcome the

challenges that await you.

Doomsday on Demand is an interactive novel by Norbert Mohos. Your choices control the story. It’s entirely text-based–102,000
words, without graphics or sound effects–and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Enjoy a 102,000-word novel filled with action, drama, and tough decisions.

 Face deadly enemies, varying from humans to mutants.

 Learn to overcome and adapt to the danger that lurks around every corner.

 Decide who you'll trust. Build and strengthen friendships or make enemies.

 Choose your personality. Let your conscience guide you to goodness, or turn evil and look out for only yourself.
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Bravo! This immediately gets into my introduce people to VR rotation. Nice graphics, music. Excellent experience.. Super
Hydorah is an extremely well made game, from its visual design to its options, and its controller support (PS4 controllers work
with no hassle!). It's clear that developers knew exactly what they wanted to do with this game, and how to make it properly. If
you're looking for an extremely polished and optimized shmup then look no further.

However, while I understand that this is probably accurate to Gradius (which was the main inspiration for this game), and
ultimately a matter of opinion, Super Hydorah is difficult to an extremely excessive degree. The developers seem to be aware of
this, and have added a lower difficulty option which lets you survive two hits by default rather than having to find a shield to
survive just one. However, using it feels more like i'm just allowed to cheat rather than actually fixing the problem.

Buy this game if you want an authentic 2D Shoot-Em-Up experience with a fresh coat of paint, but be warned that this game is
immensely punishing and not for everyone.. Pretty good !!. when you think of shmups. You Think of Ghost Blade. It's a fun
Port of the Dreamcast Indie.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s dope.. I'm not doing a "Boycott overkill with negativity"
review. This is a honest review on MY experiences.

- Sydney. In my opinion I like her. Shes kinda like a female aussie hoxton. +Bonus points for using classic british vulgarity.

-New AR. In my opinion its just not good. The stand out point is the drum mag, Which is only an option on the new AR. I tried
many customized variants with different setups and it wasn't performing as well as I hoped. And there is a lack of
customization. Based on the HK416 And being farmiliar to the M16 and M4 (Car weapons) I expected to see ALOT more mod
slots like the upper & lower receiver and some alternate foregrips. (Future update maybe?)
This weapon in its current state cannot shine in any situation. The Car4 can be configured to do all the jobs the bootlegger AR
does (And alot better too).

-Butterfly Knife. Literally the only good thing I can say about this knife is the cool animations when you charge up your melee
attack. There are already knives in the game that are equal and better on some stats.

-Perk Deck. I just don't get the point of this deck... I gave it a good use and found myself hiding behind cover more often than
using a regular deck. Instead of just ducking behind cover when you lose your armour to regen it all, It slowly regens portions of
it during combat. You can sacrifice 50% of your health for up to 120% extra armour. Which would of been great if it had
normal regen behaviour.

Should you buy?? At this price? With these glaring problems? No! Should you wait until it is on sale? Up to you, If you really
do want it then wait until payday has its regular 70 to 90 percent off sale.

Edit: Grammar and spelling mistake correction.. The track layout is superb and the one scenario I've so far completed is
excellent. However it's only my personal opinion but the scenery is quite basic and falls below the standard of current route
releases. Still worth 15 quid though.. The game is alright, and i do recommend, But THOUSANDS OF FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. A good flying arcade game with storyline but dead multiplayer. It may take a while to adjust with the
mouse movement if you played other fly simulation games, overall it's not bad.. If this game had a flavor, it would
be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665flavored
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BRINGS BACK THE MEMORIES! This is what I grew up with when I was a kid.. very addictive. The best hidden object game
I have played. But it is far from what it could have been. Like all crappy hidden object game, it is
WAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY TOO short!

This could have been a great business sim and hidden object hybrid game, but the designers made this game for a quick buck
instead of a durable, deep, and replayable game. You play it two or three times and then you erase it from your HD since there
is no point in playing it again anymore. You know where everything is, how much they are worth approx., and where to sell
them (auction or store).

I think the designers screwed up a golden opportunity and just release a hastily made product. Fortunately, the game is not
bugged or unfinished, but lacks depth and replayability like all dumb hiddent object game (everything is at the same spot every
game, they don't shuffle between location nor do you see new items popping up in a new game).

These game designers lacks creativity completely. They are devoid of imagination.

You can enjoy the short life of this game, but never pay more than 2$ for it, it is really not worth more than that!. Yo why is the
game icon the Chinese character for 7 even though there's only 6 girls in the game?

7\/10. What? How on earth this game hasn't received more attention? Great art style, good music, nice touch of humour and
level design that actually makes you think! Seriously, what's not to like? Recommended for all puzzle game fans! (difficulty so
far has been just right, I try to remember to update my review when I've completed the game)

EDIT
Ok now I completed the game and it took me 7 hours of pretty intense gameplay. Still I've got a couple of achievements, that
give me good reason to return to this game in the future! Hmm, where could that barn party be at...

I would say that the difficulty is just right, a little incostistent maybe. There are some hard levels that make you think and took
me about 40 tries, some levels you might get on the first try. I don't consider that as a big negative point, important thing is that
there are those harder levels that force you to think properly. The 3 boss levels are different, they don't require thinking so much
but a little bit of practice and skill, which is very nice contrast to all other puzzle-type levels!

Really nice and refreshing game, I recommend! Especially good for those late evenings that you are too tired to play shooty-
bang-bang games, but don't want to go to sleep either.. Gets boring. Has issues.. By far my favourite DLC to come out for total
war, disregard what everyone is saying this culture pack stands alone as it allows you to play as 3 different factions that have a
far different feel then what was originally attended for the rest of the game and is a game of its own. In this Celtic package you
play an alternate role in the side story to Attila total War. Allowing you to raid and plunder the Western Roman Empire with
little fear, of Attila\u2019s wrought. I found this game exceptionally fine playing as the Irish this period allowed me to sit back
and enjoy a specialised raiding faction at its peak just 200 years short of its golden age. But allowing the player to experience
the best of Celtic vengeance. This was by far one of my favourite total war experiences of all time, as I re-expanded a new
Celtic Empire, shaped by my own hands. Do not take on the opinions, of people that have not played this DLC and were so
quick to judge, fearful that CA were secretly in their cupboards plotting to steal them and their home. I Advise you to go off
and make your own opinion of this exceptionally perfect DLC. Which has given me hours of enjoyment.
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